5th MPS - Digital Posters Innovation

POSTERS WILL NOT BE PRESENTED ON HARD SUPPORT. The poster will not be
displayed on Boards and a paper support is no more required.
You need no more to print your poster, to pack it in long tubes that don't fit in a suit case and to
carry it by hand through all the airports, trains stations and other ports.
The Mediterranean Poultry Network of the WPSA has provided a website, with an enough cloud
space, to host, view and show you posters online... wherever you are.

Procedures:
- Send their abstracts for reviewing;
- Prepare the poster as if for printing (size 841x1189 mm in normal resolution);
- Save the poster on a digital support (PDF format).
- The name of the poster's file should be: P110xxx.pdf where xxx are the final three digits
of the abstract ID.
- It is mandatory to submit the poster to authors@mpn-wpsa.org by July 31, 2016.

The Digital poster presentation is a kind of a Short Oral presentation of 2 minutes.
-

Your poster will projected in the main conference hall.
During these 2 minutes, will have enough time to illustrate the following points:
The Title,
The aim of your research,
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- -

The conclusions.

We will provide you with the parallel meeting room or other side rooms to discuss your poster
with the interested delegates on your PC or Pad.

We believe that this method will give more visibility to the posters and all the delegates will have
the opportunity to view them.

REMEMBER: YOU SHOULD NOT PRINT OR BRING YOUR POSTER WITH YOU. IT WILL
NOT BE DISPLAYED ON HARD BOARDS.

YOU ARE GENTLY REQUESTED TO BRING YOUR PC or TABLET TO DISCUSS YOUR
POSTER WITH THE INTERESTED DELEGATES.

.
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